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CVS Brief 

CVS (Concurrent Versions System), is an open-source version control system. Using it, 

we can record the history of our source files, coordinate with team developing, and make 

developing and codes management much easier. 

 CVS uses a Client / Server Architecture 

 The Server Maintains the Repository. It likes a samba structure, a File Server and 

different client resources. CVS stores all files in a centralized directory called the 

repository to let clients access and modify. 

 Developers Use the Client, such as WinCVS 

 

Since the previous document focusing on the configuration in server side, the document is 

from the client angel, how to use the CVS system. 

 

First let me describe my experience to use CVS with the following example: 

The first day, I coded a program, document_set.php, after finish coding, I commit it to CVS 

server and named is as version 1.0.0. 

The second day, I checked it out, to continue modify and improving, by the end of the day, 

I commit it to CVS server, and stored it as version 1.1. 

The third day, I still modify and debug, to add and update a lot, with frequently 

commit/add/update, and rapid locate and get necessary version information. 

…… 

This way, the file document_set.php has a series of versions, from 1.0.0 to 3.2.1. I keep 

the history of every step of my developing. Let’s say. We keep and can track its history, to 

find out what changes and the reason, also, it is very easy for us to get any version of the 



file. No overwrite, no loss due to mis-operation.  

 

I ever had the suffering experience without CVS. For a single file, there are several 

different versions. And for a project which includes a lot of files, the control and locating to 

certain version is disaster. Sometimes I spent a lot of time to locate the required file, make 

sure no loss or overwrite. With CVS, I completely release from this suffering. I can easily 

control all the project, locate the certain version by searching the keywords, date, 

comment, etc. Also easily use WinCVS tools to compare different version files, track the 

file versions messages, etc.  

In one word, it makes developing much easier and high efficient. 

 

Let’s have a quick look of most useful CVS commands: 

 import (module) 

e.g.: currently there is a project document_set/ in my development dir, to import it to 

CVS server: 

$ cvs checkout document_set 

the project document_set is imported into CVS home, stored as: 

/home/cvs/document_set, with tags info. 

 check out (module) 

to get the latest version from cvs server: 

$ cvs checkout document_set 

The project document_set is checkout into local machine from cvs server. 

The import/checkout commands are verse. 

 add (file) 

We already have the repository module, now we have a new file to add into the 

module. 

$ cvs add helper.php 

The file ‘helper.php’ is committed to document_set dir in CVS server repository. 

 Update (file) 

To commit a file, there are 2 steps, the first is add. The second: 

$ cvs update helper.php 

 commit (file) 

cvs commit helper.php 

 remove (file) 

To remove it: 

$ cvs remove helper.php 

 status (file) 

To check the file’s version status, including comments, tag, version information, etc, 

using 

$ cvs status helper.php 

 diff 

$ cvs diff helper.php 

 release (module) 

$ cvs release document_set 



WinCVS – the client side 

 WinCVS is a MS Windows GUI CVS client. It makes the access to CVS server much 

easily and simply.  

 WinCVS is an Open Source product, we can get source from http://www.wincvs.org. 

 WinCVS needs python and Tcl/Tk supports. So it’s better to install all of them to 

maximum the CVS application. 

 

The following document will explain how to use WinCVS to access CVS server in detail. 

We suppose the environment has already been configured. Everything is prepaid for 

application. 

The developing environment is: 

Server: 59.0.0.47 + CVS service. 

Client: my laptop + WinCVS. 

Module: document_set project. 

Set up CVSROOT Environment variables  

To access CVS server from WinCVS, only 1 environment variable need to be 

set up: CVSROOT. 

This is the only environment variables we used for the application. To make it 

simpler, we add it as user variable: 

Control Panel -> System -> Advance -> Environment Variables -> User 

variables -> New: 

 

 

 pserver: The CVS service name 

http://www.wincvs.org/


 william: CVS user id, already setup in CVS configuration files. 

 59.0.0.47: the Linux Server where CVS service is running. 

 /home/cvs: CVS deposit directory. 

If there is a password for CVS user william, the CVSROOT should be like this: 

:pserver:william:password@59.0.0.47:/home/cvs 

After setup it, the WinCVS immediately distinguish it and use it to point out to the right 

place. 

WinCVS Window 

After set up CVSROOT, we open the WinCVS window. 

The WinCVS window is like this, with 11 available menus, from File to Help: 

 

 

Among the 11 menus, the cores are 3: Remote, Modify, Query 

 Remote 

Module operation: create deposit, import/checkout module; create/delete module 

tag… 

 Modify 

File operation: update/commit, add/remove… 

 Query 



File version info: diff, log, status, annotate, graph… 

 

The layout of the WinCVS Window: 

 

 

Let’s practice step by step according to normal use sequence. 

Login 

First we need to login to CVS, with it, we get the access privilege. 

Go to Admin -> Login, we get the following menu: 



 

 

Here we set up CVSROOT. Since we have already setup the CVSROOT variable, we can 

ignore (uncheck) this setting, click ‘OK’ button and get the same result: 

 

 

The exited code is 0 means the connection successfully, if 1, the result is false. 

Import Module 

After login, we can access CVS server content from the WinCVS client. 

 

In the WinCVS window, the left panel is the local directories file system. We can locate the 

file system from root directory, C:/ disk, or any level as the root level by setting in Admin -> 

preference. In this document, the root level is set to C:\Documents and Settings\benjamin 

jiang\Desktop\Publish. So any directories and files in this root level can be seen and 

interact with CVS server. 

 

(1) import module from local machine to CVS server 

Choose the project ‘document_set’ from WinCVS left panel. 

Choose Remote -> Import module … ->  



 

 

After click ‘OK’ button, we submit the applying and transfer the document_set module into 

CVS server. The following illustrator display the processing result. 

 

 

 

In server side, we can check the cvs server: 

[william@Rubyhat cvs]$ pwd 

/home/cvs 

[william@Rubyhat cvs]$ ls -l 

total 12 

drwxrwxr-x  3 root    root    4096 Dec  5 05:22 CVSROOT 

drwxrwxr-x  2 william william 4096 Dec  5 05:18 document_set 



drwxrwxr-x  6 william william 4096 Nov 29 05:58 project2 

[william@Rubyhat cvs]$ ls -l document_set/ 

total 48 

-r--r--r--  1 william william 4839 Dec  5 05:09 change_password.php,v 

-r--r--r--  1 william william 9700 Dec  5 05:09 document_set.php,v 

-r--r--r--  1 william william 2908 Dec  5 05:09 login.html,v 

-r--r--r--  1 william william 2516 Dec  5 05:09 login.php,v 

-r--r--r--  1 william william 6464 Dec  5 05:09 mysql_inc.php,v 

-r--r--r--  1 william william 4099 Dec  5 05:09 oracle_inc.php,v 

-r--r--r--  1 william william 3365 Dec  5 05:09 sqlnet.log,v 

 

That means our process is successful, the document_set project has already transferred 

to CVS deposit space, with tag information. 

Checkout Module 

We have already imported our project into CVS server, now we checkout them to use. 

(2) export module from CVS server to local machine 

Remove or move the document_set in local dir. It is important, otherwise the following 

operation will not succeed. CVS will take over all the resource and repository. 

 

After that, we choose Remote -> Checkout module … 

 

 

Click OK button, the document_set project located in CVS server transfer back to local 

machine, show in the following: 



 

Commit File 

We have checkout the module (document_set project), so we can edit all the files in the module. 

(3) commit the modified file to CVS server 

After checkout, we edit the codes of document_set project in local machine, let’s say, we 

modified the login.php file.  

Back to Wincvs, the modified file has a red mark on the right to indicate the file has 

already been modified. 



 

 

We want to make this modification to reflect into CVS server. We need to do the commit 

action. 

Choose Modify -> Commit … 

 

 

In the dialog box, we add comment and details of our modification, then click ‘OK’ button. 

 



 

 

The red mark in the left side of login.php disappears, and status bars result 0, indicate that 

the commit action is successful. 

Update file 

Anytime we can do the verse operation, to update local file with CVS file version. 

(4) Update CVS file to local machine 

It is verse to commit operation. We can get the CVS version file to recover the local 

machine one. The steps: 

 

Choose Modify -> Update … 

 
 

We can choose which version we used to update, by click ‘OK’ button, we get the 

following result: 



 

 

This means the update is successfully, the login.php in CVS deposit is now transfer back 

to local machine, and recover the local one. 

Add new file 

How about we add a new file to CVS Server? 

(5) Add a new file to CVS deposit 

We have created a new file, named index.html, and want to commit it to CVS server. The 

steps are a little different from the above commit, since the file is new, not tagged yet. 

 

Let’s say, we have a new file index.html 

 

 

The file index.html is no version number, its state is ‘unknown’, and there is a ‘?’ at the left 

side of index.html. This means it’s a new file, no record in CVS yet. 



 

The first step is: Modify -> Add. 

After that, we get the screen like this: 

 

 

This status of this file is exact the same as the login.php before commit. So the next steps 

are the same as the previous one: 

Modify -> Commit 

 



 

 

The index.html is committed into CVS server. 

Other operations 

Other options are almost the same as the above one. 

For example, to remove index.html, the steps: 

(6) Remove file from CVS 

 Modify -> Remove 

 Modify -> Commit… 

Compare Files 

The file login.php have several versions right now, we are a little confuse about it, so want to 

compare the difference of its versions. 

(7) Compare file version 

We want to compare the difference of the file between local machine and CVS server. The 

steps: 

 Select login.php 



 Right click mouse (or from Query menu) 

 Select ‘Diff’ option 

 

 

 

 

 



Then we get the difference: 

 

 

File Log 

We also can trace all a certain file’s modification log messages. 

(8) Trace log 

We want to trace login.php’s log. The steps: 

 Select login.php 

 Right click mouse 

 Select ‘Log option 

 

 

 

We get some options here: 



 

 

Click the OK button, we get the version details of the login.php. 



 

 

Merge Different Versions\ 

There are several versions of login.php exists. Some versions are not necessary already, we want 

to merge several, to make versions more clear and useful. 

(9) Merge different version 

Let’s say, there is a lot of versions in CVS for a single file, we want to merge login.php’s 

version 1.1 and 1.2, to clear up. The steps: 

 Select login.php 

 Right click mouse 

 Select ‘update…’ option 

 



 

 

We can get the old version by date, revision/tag/branch, etc. 

 



Other File operation 

(10)  Others 

The available options are a lot. To simply illustrate it, let see a summary: 

Use Graph to show version information 

(right click login.php, choose Graph…) to get the whole version info in graph mode. 

 

 

To check current file’s status: 

(Right click login.php, choose Status…, or menu Query -> Status …) 



 

 

Multiple developers 

For team workers, the CVS sometimes conflict with different versions. For example, programmer 

A and B get the updated file from CVS deposit, and do the modification at the same time. A 

commits his modification, so does B. After that, there are 2 different versions generates: A and B. 

How to merge them to make them sync? This requires the following condition: 

When B commits his version, he need to check if current CVS deposit file is same as he updates? 

If yes, commit, if no, update first, do the modification, then commit. 

This way guarantee the versions are united. 

Branches 

The increasing of version numbering is automatic i.e. number is automatically increased 

every time file is changed:  

 

 

 

The above is a brief summary of general CVS commands. We sum up the commands in 

command line formats: 

 

Common CVS Commands 



The following are the common CVS commands: 

cvs [cvs-options] command [cmd-options] [files] 

cvs checkout module  checkout source for editing. 

cvs add file Add new file/directory to repository. 

cvs remove file Remove an entry from the repository. 

cvs status file  Show status of checked out files. 

cvs log file  Show revision history for files. 

cvs diff file Compare working files to version in repository or versions inside the 

repository. 

cvs update file Bring working files into sync with repository. 

cvs commit check files into the repository 

cvs tag file  Label the sources. 

 

CVS is Not… 

CVS can do a lot of things for us, but it does not try to be everything for 

everyone.  

1. CVS is not a build system.  

2. CVS is not a substitute for management.  

3. CVS is not a substitute for developer communication.  

4. CVS is not a configuration management system.  

 


